
congratulations to all!
Whistler Gran Fondo participants - 
another epic event, this time for how 
fabulous it was;  the weather, the 
temperature, the start, the ride!

NEW TO THE FONDO THIS YEAR;

Michele von B and Neri Tischler, 
coming in at 5:19 and 6 hrs.  Neri 
checked out every Aid station and 
danced at the Celebration plaza!

Roy and Suzanne at 4:53 and 4:55, 
veterans of pacing at this event, Des 
getting his sub 4 hrs (3:57), well 
done!  and Sam at 5:38.  Jason had 
a great ride until the Power Lines, 
succumbed to having an interrupted 
training program this year, 4:04 is 
fine!  

Rebecca and Zhanna, members of 
the women’s team, came in at 4:22 
and for a 3rd gender placing, 3:38 
for the Russian rocket!

Giro riders Graham and Nima had 
the toughest ride, racing in at 3:52 
and 3:40.  You know its hard when 
you ride at 40kph right out of the 
blocks with the elite men and 
average 26 kph from the foot of 
Taylor Way to the crest on the Hwy, 
at the 15th St. exit.   Kudo’s !!!

continued on page 2

(NP®) is an important metric for 
cyclists and triathletes to 
understand. While it sounds 
complex, it is very valuable to 
understand what NP is and how 
you should use it in training and 
racing. In order to better 
understand NP, let’s first consider 
some basic exercise physiology to 
give us context.

Fundamentally, to build fitness, an 
athlete needs to apply a stress to 
the body, and then through 

recovery from that stress, the body 
adapts and becomes stronger and 
is able to accommodate a greater 
stress in the next round of training. 
The fundamental components of 
“stress” are intensity, duration and 
frequency, or how hard, how long 
and how often. The “how hard” 
piece has historically been difficult 
to quantify, but for cycling, power 
meters have given us a very direct 
objective measurement of the 
actual work an athlete is doing.

Normalized Power®  by George Ganoung, TPeaks

.........AND THE KITTENS 
CAME BACK! to repeat win the 

Women’s Team event. FILIPPO, THE AWESOME GUIDE FROM THE 
BELVEDERE BIKE HOTEL, rode the Giro.

AN EARLY START IN THE 
PARK! 

SEPTEMBER 18, 2016             FALL WEATHER IN VANCOUVER - ENJOY!



COACHES TIPS;

Schedule an FTP now 
to check your fall 
fitness The Functional 
Training Power 20 minute 
test will give you accurate 
current training zone 
numbers to take you through 
the Prep Phase of your ATP, 
annual training plan.  email 
crossbarb@shaw.ca for an 
appointment time.

remove the 
transmitter completely 
from your HRM strap 
after every ride to 
allow the snaps to dry 
out

Plan now for  2017!  
Where would you like to go, 
what would you like to do, 
when?  The how will work 
out once you’ve done this 
step.

Take on a coaching 
plan!   Performance 
coaching is the ONLY coach 
that offers indoor rides as 
part of your coaching pkg.

Training Peaks Premium 
included with L2 and L3 
coaching plans.

Get a group together! 
The Wattbikes can be rented 
on an hourly basis for your 
fitness group, riding club, 
work mates!  

Thank you for a great 
2016 season!   Coach 
Barb

Taking Average Power (AP) by simply averaging the highs and lows of an effort over a 
given duration is pretty simple to understand and calculate and on the surface seems 
like a great way to capture how hard an effort is over a particular duration. But, it’s 
actually somewhat limited in its application.
Examples
As an example, let’s take two different efforts of 1 hour. First, a steady 1 hour ride on a 
trainer with little to no variation in output at an average of say 200 watts might be a 
fairly easy ride for a particular rider. Next, consider a 1 hour ride on a hilly course, and 
insert 10 to 15 short intervals where the same rider is putting out 300 to 400 watts for 
15 seconds to 1 minute at a time followed by easier pedaling below 200 watts for 
recovery. With all the higher highs and lower lows, the athlete may still average 200 
watts.
However, from a “feel” perspective, the variable ride is much harder and leaves that 
athlete more fatigued and in need of recovery. Where the 200 watt steady ride may 
have been easy enough to be considered recovery unto itself, the variable ride may 
have been more equivalent to a much harder ride physiologically depending on the 
particulars of the variance. As this example illustrates, average power is not 
sophisticated enough to capture these nuances, and this is where the concept of 
normalized power comes into play.
Physiological Cost
Normalized Power is calculated using an algorithm that is a little complex, but 
in a nutshell takes into account the variance between a steady workout and a 
fluctuating workout. The resulting value is an attempt to better quantify the 
physiological “cost” of the harder “feel” of the variable effort. For a highly 
variable workout, NP can be much higher than average power, where for a very 
steady workout, NP and average power are equivalent or very close together. A 
relatively high NP is showing that the workout had a lot of variation, and was 
harder physiologically than what average power may reveal.

So where do we use Normalized Power? Primarily in any calculation were we speak to 
training stress, stress balance or training load. The planning challenge for every athlete 
is how much stress and how much recovery is needed in order to maximize adaptation 
and in turn maximize fitness. Since there are a lot of individual factors that come into 
play with each athlete’s situation, anything that can enable us to better quantify 
“stress” means we can plan workouts and recovery better to meet a particular athlete’s 
needs and maximize time to help better enable them to reach their goals.

FALL SCHED.

Join the MOB - moms on 
bikes at 9:30am on Tuesday

Nooner class;  Tuesdays at .. 
noon!

Monday 7:30 am, 5:30 pm
Tuesday, Thursday 7:15 am 

Friday 7am
check on-line for Tuesday, Wednesday and 

Thursday pm rides as they start up in October.

Graham Clarke wins Gold at the America 
Masters Games!
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